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Due to the spread of video streaming applications, the Internet has been
becoming video content distribution infrastructure. Although the client’s Qual-
ity of Experience (QoE) is the most important factor in video streaming, the
traditional IP network lacks performance and scalability for QoE improve-
ment due to its concept of the location-based network. To make a fundamen-
tal shift from the location-based network, Information Centric Network (ICN)
has been proposed for content distribution infrastructure. ICN is the content-
based decentralized network where a router caches the transferring contents to
its cache storage on a communication path between a client and a server. Since
ICN improves Quality of Service (QoS) by serving from the router closer
to the client, ICN has been applied to adaptive video streaming for further
improvement of client’s QoE. Although adaptive video streaming is the lat-
est video streaming technology that is widely used to improve client’s QoE,
congestion leads to degradation of QoS and QoE metrics such as throughput
reduction, playback interruption, and so on. Therefore, there are many ap-
proaches to mitigate congestion in adaptive video streaming. However, these
approaches are not always effective in ICN because these are implicit control
for congestion that does not always work properly for congestion state.
In this thesis, we propose two effective approaches to mitigate degrada-
tion of QoS and QoE due to congestion by introducing the idea of Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN) to adaptive video streaming over ICN. ECN
is a framework to enable the router to notify the client of the in-network infor-
mation according to the explicit local congestion state. Therefore, the ECN-
based control works properly for congestion avoidance by taking account into
the feedback from routers to clients based on the router’s explicit congestion
information.
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Firstly, we propose the ECN-based bitrate control enabling an Adaptive
BitRate (ABR) algorithm to mitigate congestion quickly. In adaptive video
streaming, video contents are encoded in multiple bitrate levels, and the ABR
algorithm in a client can mitigate congestion by adjusting the bitrate in given
multiple bitrate levels according to the estimated congestion state. However,
since most of the ABR algorithms implicitly estimates congestion using end-
to-end throughput, they cause streaming of the incorrect and excessive high
bitrate for available bandwidth and take time to mitigate congestion. To en-
able the ABR algorithm to mitigate congestion quickly, our first approach
introduces the notification of the upper band of selectable bitrate levels ac-
cording to the explicit congestion state from the router. Through the simula-
tion experiments, our first approach mitigated congestion and degradation of
QoS and QoE quickly with the conventional ABR algorithms.
Secondly, we propose the ECN-based congestion control with effective
use of router’s cache storage. Since fast content delivery from router’s cache
storage improves the throughput, many conventional and implicit cache con-
trol policies are applied to adaptive video streaming over ICN to improve
QoE. However, these approaches cause an incorrect bitrate in the ABR algo-
rithm because they improve the throughput without considering the conges-
tion state. As a result, the implicit cache control policy causes QoE degrada-
tion. Therefore, our second approach introduces the explicit cache control for
congestion avoidance which explicitly notifies the client of that the contents
are cached to mitigate congestion, and enable the client to request the explic-
itly cached content surely after congestion avoidance. Through the simulation
experiments, our second approach mitigated congestion and degradation of
QoS and QoE effectively with the implicit cache control policies.
v
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The Internet has traditionally developed as a communication infrastructure
for realizing end-to-end information transmission such as email and remote
control. Therefore, the existing IP networks identify the location of the end
host by IP address. However, since many mobile communication devices
have been spreading rapidly, the Internet traffic also shows the rapid growth
in recent years. Especially, due to the spread of video streaming services,
video streaming traffic occupies over 70 % of the Internet traffic [1] and the
Internet has been becoming a video contents distribution infrastructure.
In existing video streaming over the IP network, a client must get the lo-
cation of the server storing the requesting video content firstly, and then the
client downloads and plays the video contents from the server. In addition, the
most interesting factor for a video client is improvement of QoE in watching
the requested video content. Therefore, to improve client’s QoE, the Content
Distribution Network (CDN) has been emerged for video streaming over the
IP network [2]. By serving from the proxy server geometrically closer to the
client than the original server, CDN enables the client to download the video
contents faster and improve Quality of Service (QoS) and QoE. However, due
to the location-based IP network architecture, the existing CDN must require
initialization of location information for each server. As a result, IP-based
CDN is unable to incorporate the available network storage dynamically on
the communication path between the client and the server. Thus, the IP net-
work has a scalability problems for content distribution infrastructure due to
the location-based network architecture.
To make a fundamental shift in the IP network for content distribution
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infrastructure, ICN, which is decentralized and content-based network, has
been proposed [3–6]. In ICN, a server stores the contents and routers store the
copy of transferring contents in its cache storage in a short while. In addition,
since ICN identifies the communication host by the stored content information
instead of the host’s location, the client can download the requested content
intermittently from any available network storage (i.e., router’s cache storage
or server) on the communication path. In addition, serving from routers closer
to the client enables very fast content delivery and further reduces traffic to
upstream. Thus, video streaming over ICN is applied to improve QoS and
client’s QoE against to existing IP network-based video streaming [7, 8].
In video streaming, congestion leads to degradation of QoS and QoE be-
cause congestion reduces throughput and the reduced throughput causes video
buffer starvation in the video player, resulting in playback interruption (stall
time) [9]. To mitigate congestion, adaptive video streaming, which is the most
recent and popular video streaming method [10], is proposed. In adaptive
video streaming, video contents are encoded in multiple bitrate levels, and an
Adaptive BitRate (ABR) algorithm at a client can adjust the bitrate according
to the estimated congestion state. Since the ABR algorithm is mainly respon-
sible for congestion avoidance, many approaches for the ABR algorithm are
proposed [11–15, 52]. In addition, since content delivery from router’s cache
storage reduces the traffic to upstream and mitigates congestion, many cache
control policies are applied to adaptive video streaming over ICN for con-
gestion avoidance [16, 22–25]. However, since these approaches are implicit
cache control that does not always work properly for congestion state, they
are still considerable in ICN.
As an alternative and effective approach to mitigate congestion in ICN,
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)-based transport controls are proposed
[27–29] for better communication performance than the IP-based and implicit
transport control. These approaches propose feedback-enabled explicit trans-
port control in which routers notify explicit local congestion state to clients in
a distributed manner. The clients enable to mitigate congestion by decreasing
its content request rate according to the explicit feedback (congestion or not
congestion) from the router. However, the idea of explicit congestion control
is not well considered in adaptive video streaming over ICN.
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1.2 Research Aim
The aim of our study is mitigating congestion and QoS and QoE degradation
by introducing the idea of ECN to adaptive video streaming over ICN.
In contrast with the IP network, which is designed to realize end-to-end
communication network, ICN is a decentralized communication network where
each node works in a disributed manner. Therefore, the idea of ECN, which
notifies the client of the accurate and explicit congestion detection at the
router, is applied to the transport control in ICN. To mitigate congestion, the
transport control has to decrease the rate of content request from the client
according to congestion detection and reduce the input to the network. There-
fore, the transport control with ECN can mitigate congestion quickly accord-
ing to in-network congestion information that is notified explicitly from each
router on the communication path. Thus, the ECN-based transport control
has been attracting attention as an effective method for congestion avoidance
as compared to the IP-based and implicit transport control using end-to-end
congestion state [27–29]. Our study applies the idea of ECN to the follow-
ing inherent problems for congestion control in adaptive video streaming over
ICN.
First, we design ECN-based approach enabling the ABR algorithm to mit-
igate congestion quickly in adaptive video streaming over ICN.
Many approaches for the ABR algorithms are proposed for congestion
avoidance because the ABR algorithm can adjust the bitrate according to the
estimated congestion state in adaptive video streaming [11–14,52]. However,
since the previous works for ABR algorithm estimate congestion implicitly
using end-to-end throughput, it causes streaming of incorrect and excessively
high bitrate for available bandwidth and takes time to mitigate congestion
[16, 17]. As a result, in addition to stall time, congestion causes a decrease
in bitrate and frequent variation of the bitrate [18, 19], and further reduces
QoE [20].
To mitigate congestion quickly for the implicit ABR algorithm, our ap-
proach enables the router to notify the upper band of selectable bitrate levels
(bitrate-cap as ECN) to the ABR algorithm explicitly while local congestion
is detected. Therefore, our approach enables the ABR algorithm to select the
correct (not excessively high) bitrate for congestion state by streaming the
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lower bitrate than the notified bitrate-cap and quickly mitigates congestion.
Second, we design an explicit cache control policy in the router for con-
gestion avoidance with effective use of cache storage.
Since frequent content delivery from router’s cache storage increases QoS
(i.e., throughput improvement, traffic reduction to upstream), many cache
control policies are applied to adaptive video streaming over ICN to mitigate
congestion [21–26]. These previous approaches stand for an implicit cache
control for congestion that improves throughput without considering the con-
gestion state. However, the implicit cache control causes the ABR algorithm
to select the incorrect bitrate due to increased throughput during congestion,
resulting in QoE degradation due to congestion [16, 17]. In addition, the im-
plicit cache control stands for the implicit cache placement method for a client
that the router caches a content requested by a client for the other clients who
may request the same content subsequently. However, the other users request
a video segment in a different bitrate, the implicit cache placement method is
not able to use cache effectively. Thus, the conventional and implicit cache
control is not effective solution for congestion avoidance in adaptive video
streaming over ICN.
To mitigate congestion with effective use of router’s cache storage, our
approach aims at Explicit Cache Placement and Notification (ECPN). ECPN
forces a router to keep the requested contents arrived during congestion to its
cache storage and explicitly notifies the client of that the requested content is
cached. According to the feedback from the router, the client surely retrieves
the explicitly cached content in the router after congestion is mitigated. Thus,
the router is able to mitigates congestion with effective use of router’s cache
storage by ECPN.
1.3 Contribution of Our Work
To encourage applying the idea of ECN to adaptive video streaming over ICN,
we designed two ECN-based approaches to mitigate QoS and QoE degrada-
tion due to congestion for adaptive video streaming over ICN and investigated
each behavior of the proposed approaches as follows.
First, we introduce CAAS with ECN, which improves the performance of
existing implicit ABR algorithms in ICN by introducing bitrate control based
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on ECN.
In detail, CAAS with ECN enables the implicit ABR algorithm to quickly
mitigate congestion by notifying the upper band of selectable bitrate levels
(bitrate-cap as ECN) from the router detecting congestion. For evaluation, we
implemented two representative implicit ABR algorithms with CAAS with
ECN and conducted simulation experiments for the behavior of CAAS with
ECN from the point of throughput and objective QoE metrics. In addition,
to investigate the effect of bitrate-cap, we defined the bitrate-cap strategy that
describes what the video contents to be notified of bitrate-cap according to
the video content information gathered during streaming. Then, we evaluated
each effect of the bitrate-cap strategy for all the video contents and that for
only the video contents of the highest bitrate in the simulation. As a result,
CAAS with ECN mitigated congestion and QoE degradation by preventing
the implicit ABR algorithm from increasing the bitrate during congestion,
and proved the effectiveness of ECN-based bitrate control for the existing
implicit ABR algorithms. In addition, although the traditional ECN control
notifies a part of the clients selected probabilistically of the congestion state,
we clarify that the ECN-based bitrate control for all the clients is the most
effective for congestion avoidance in adaptive video streaming as compared
to the traditional ECN-based bitrate control.
Second, we introduce CASwECPN, which is the first step to enable the
conventional and implicit cache control to mitigate congestion with effective
use of router’s cache storage.
In detail, CASwECPN enables the router to quickly mitigate congestion
by keeping traffic to its cache storage with ECPN while local congestion is
detected. ECPN enables more effective use of router’s cache storage dur-
ing congestion than that of the conventional and implicit cache placement
methods. For evaluation, we implemented two representative implicit cache
placement methods in CASwECPN and conducted simulation experiments
for the behavior of CASwECPN from the point of throughput and objective
QoE metrics. In addition, to investigate the cache usage of CASwECPN,
we calculated cache hit rate at each router and the detail of received Data
packets at the client by ECPN. As a result, CASwECPN enables routers to re-
duce the throughput during congestion by caching traffic and delivers the ex-
plicitly cached contents to clients surely after congestion is mitigated. Thus,
5
CASwECPN proved the new effective ECN-based cache control that works
properly in adaptive video streaming over ICN to mitigate congestion.
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1.4 Organization of The Thesis
We divide the contents of our thesis into five chapters in the following.
Chapter 1 gives the introduction of our research area regarding to video
streaming over ICN. The research background is described with the problem
of current research, and the aim of our study to solve the existing problems.
Finally, we address the contribution of our study.
Chapter 2 describes technical background for adaptive video streaming
over ICN and its key functions for congestion control including the cache
control policy at a router, the transport control and the ABR algorithms at a
client. In addition, a simulation tool in ICN and QoE assessment method for
evaluation in this thesis are also described.
Chapter 3 describes our first approach, CAAS with ECN notifying the
upper band of selectable bitrate levels (bitrate-cap as ECN) from the router
to the client. The design overview and the bitrate-cap strategy are described.
The data set used in the simulation experiments is explained. The final section
is to compare the result of CAAS with ECN and the representative implicit
ABR algorithms.
Chapter 4 describes our second approach, CASwECPN. The design overview
is described. The data set used in the simulation experiments is explained.
The final section is to compare the result of CASwECPN and the representa-
tive implicit cache placement policies.




Technical Background for Adaptive Video Streaming over
ICN
In chapter 2, we describe the component technology of our study, adaptive
video streaming over ICN.
In section 2.1, we describe an overview of ICN. First, we illustrate the
difference between the traditional IP network and ICN from the point of a
content download in section 2.1.1. Second, we introduce an overview of a
content download in ICN between a server, a router with cache storage, and
a client in section 2.1.2. Then, we illustrate the basic behavior of an ICN
node in section 2.1.3. Third, we illustrate Then, we describe the key ICN
functions for congestion control, the cache control policy in section 2.1.4 and
the transport control in the client in section 2.1.5. Finally, we introduce the
well-known work for ICN, Named Data Networking (NDN) and its simula-
tion tool of NDN that is used for evaluation in this study in section 2.1.6. In
section 2.2, we describe an overview of adaptive video streaming over ICN
and its basic behavior. Then, we describe the ABR algorithm for congestion
control and the representative ABR algorithms, Rate-based Bitrate Adapta-
tion algorithm (RBA) and rate-and-buffer(Hybrid)-based Bitrate Adaptation
algorithm (HBA) in section 2.2.1. Finally, we introduce objective QoE as-
sessment in adaptive video streaming for evaluation metrics in this study. In
section 2.3, we clarify the existing problems of previous work for the ABR al-







Fig. 2.1 An overview of a same content download in the IP network
2.1 Overview of ICN
2.1.1 Traditional IP network vs ICN
The traditional IP network connects two end host’s location by identifying
the end host’s IP address [30]. To download a content in the IP network, the
client must firstly get the IP address of the content server from an address
server such as the Domain Name Server (DNS) for the download initializa-
tion. Then, the client continues sending the request permanently to the con-
tent server until the download is completed, and the content server and routers
transfers the requested content to the client according to the IP address rout-
ing. Therefore, as the number of clients increases, the load on the server and
the input to the network increase linearly. Figure 2.1 shows the same content
download in the IP network composed of the content server, two routers with
storage, four clients. In Fig. 2.1, even if the same content requested by each
client, the four flows (red arrows) continue to occupy network bandwidth be-
tween the content server and each client because the IP network identifies the
location of the end host, not the content stored in the end host. In addition,
IP network is unable to use router’s storage dynamically because the client
can download the content from only the content server whose IP address is
known.
On the other hand, ICN is a content-based and decentralized network iden-






Fig. 2.2 An overview of a same content download in ICN
each node [3]. In ICN, the client simply continues sending the request for
”named content” to upstream network until the download is completed. Then,
any node in upstream transfers the stored ”named content” for the request
from the client. In addition, each node on the communication path stores the
transferring ”named content” in its storage. Figure 2.2 shows the same con-
tent download in ICN based on the network in Fig. 2.1. In Fig. 2.2, the once
downloaded content is distributed on each storage on the communication path
between each client and the content server. Therefore, if the same content is
requested subsequently, the router can transfers the requested content quickly
from its storage and reduces the redundant traffic to upstream.
Thus, since ICN identifies the content information stored in a network
node and distributes contents to available storage on the communication path
dynamically, it achieves scalable and fast network for content distribution
rather than the traditional IP network. In the following subsection, we in-
troduce the overview of a content download in ICN.
2.1.2 An Overview of A Content Download in ICN
As a premise in ICN, all the contents is assigned a unique ”name address”
which presents hierarchical information of each content such as the Uniform
Resource Locator (URL). For example, if the content is first video segment
encoded in 100 Kbps of the movie in sports category, its name address of the
content may be ”/Sports/Movie/100 Kbps/1st Seg.” Then, a client downloads
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Fig. 2.3 An overview of a content download in ICN
a content with its name address from router’s cache storage or a server through
data communication composed of two types of packets, a content request by
an Interest packet and a content distribution by a Data packet as follows [5].
Figure 2.3 shows an overview of a content download in ICN. In Fig. 2.3,
a server stores the content with the name address of ”app A/contents/#1” that
presents the content is for the application A in the client. The content is com-
posed of the file sets, the manifest file and the data chunks. The manifest file
describes the file size of the content which is required for the initialization
of the download procedure, and the data chunks composes the content itself.
The server and the router with cache storage transfer the content to the client
over ICN according to name-based routing. In addition, the router caches the
copy of the transferring content to its cache storage according to the prein-
stalled cache control policy. Then, the application A in the client gets the
content from the server or router’s cache storage according to the following
communication procedure in ICN.
Figure 2.4 shows the Interest / Data packet sequence in the content down-
load in ICN. In Fig. 2.4, the client first sends the Interest packet to request
the manifest file of the content for the download initialization ((0-0) in Fig.
2.4). When the router receives the Interest packet, the router first looks up the
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Fig. 2.4 Interest / Data packet sequence in a content download in ICN
corresponding Data packet of the manifest in its cache storage ((0-1) in Fig.
2.4). If the Data packet is cached, the router returns the cached Data packet to
the client ((0-5) in Fig. 2.4). If not, the router transfers the Interest packet to
the server for requesting the Data packet ((0-2) in Fig. 2.4); when the router
receives the Data packet, the router caches the Data packet to its cache stor-
age according to the preinstalled cache control policy ((0-4) in Fig. 2.4) and
transfers the Data packet to the client ((0-5) in Fig. 2.4). After acquiring the
manifest file, the client calculates the number of data chunks and download
these according to the prescribed procedures for the manifest file download
((1) in Fig. 2.4).
In this way, the client sequentially downloads the manifest file and data
chunks of the content. In addition, the transport control in the ICN trans-
port layer is installed to the client to avoid congestion in downloading pro-
cedures. In the following subsections, we describe the details of key ICN
functions for congestion control, cache control policy for router’s cache stor-
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age (in section 2.1.4) and the transport control in the ICN transport layer (in
section 2.1.5).
2.1.3 Cache Control Policy in A Router
In ICN, a Data packet might be re-used for another Interest packet, when an
Interest packet for the same chunk arrives. Therefore, a cache control policy
is a key function to reduce the redundant request for the same content to up-
stream. Generally, router’s cache storage behaves as a queue of Data packets,
and the most of cache control policies are composed of a cache placement
policy and a cache replacement policy [31, 32]. The cache placement policy
is a enqueue method of the arrived Data packets to its cache storage ((0-4) in
Fig. 2.4). The cache replacement policy is composed of a relocation method
of the Data packets on cache hit ((0-1) in Fig. 2.3) and a dequeue method of
Data packets when cache storage is occupied at enqueue.
Algorithm 2.1 A general control in router’s cache storage.
1: if a Data packet arrives at a router then
2: if cache storage is occupied then
3: eviction of Data packet(s) according to cache replacement policy;
4: end if
5: cache the Data packet according to cache placement policy;
6: else if an Interest packet arrives at the router then
7: look up cache storage for the Interest packet;
8: cachehit ⇐ the matched data packet when looking up;
9: if cachehit is not Null then
10: replace cachehit according to cache replacement policy;
11: end if
12: end if
Algorithm 2.1 shows the basic procedures of the cache placement and
replacement policy in cache storage. If a Data packet arrives (line 1 in Al-
gorithm 2.1), the cache placement policy first checks if cache storage is oc-
cupied. If occupied (line 2 in Algorithm 2.1), cache placement of the Data
packet (line 5 in Algorithm 2.1) is scheduled after the cache eviction accord-
ing to the cache replacement policy (lines 3 in Algorithm 2.1). If an Interest
packet arrives (line 6 in Algorithm 2.1), the cache replacement policy first
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looks up cache storage for the corresponding Data packet and makes a copy
of the Data packet (lines 7-8 in Algorithm 2.1). If the Data packet is not null
(which means cache hit), the cached Data packet is replaced in cache storage
according to the cache replacement policy (lines 9-11 in Algorithm 2.1). We
introduce representative cache placement and replacement policies as follows.
In this way, effective cache placement and replacement policy achieve
frequent content delivery from cache storage and reduces redundant traffic to
upstream from the router. Although many cache control policies are proposed,
they use the representative cache placement policy or cache replacement pol-
icy described in the following subsections.
2.1.3.1 Cache Placement Policy
In ICN, a cache placement policy at each router is mainly responsible for
improving cache performance. Although there have been proposed many ap-
proaches (e.g., [21, 22]) for the cache placement policy, they are types of im-
plicit cache placement policy for a client, caching the requested Data packet
for the clients may request the same Data packet subsequently as follows [32].
Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) [21] is the most simplest and popular
cache placement policy caching all the arrived Data packets to cache stor-
age. While LCE is very simple, it causes redundant cache placement in which
the same content is placed in all caches on the communication path because it
does not consider the characteristics of the content.
Probcache [22] is a probabilistic approach to determine if a router should
cache a Data packet passing through it. To reduce redundant cache placement,
the router calculates probability based on its distance from the client and the
cache capacity on the communication path.
Although the above approaches becomes effective if the cache is requested
by the client in a short while, they are not always effective because clients are
unable to always request the implicitly cached contents.
2.1.3.2 Cache Replacement Policy
Many approaches for the cache replacement policy are types of recency-based
approach which is designed to leave the frequently requested Data packet in
a short while in cache storage [32, 33] as follows.
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Least Recently Used (LRU) is the most basic recency-based cache re-
placement policy. LRU moves the hit Data packet to the start of the cache
queue on cache hit. In addition, LRU purges the end of the cache queue on
cache eviction.
LRU is widely used with many proposals for cache placement policies
(e.g., [34]) because LRU is rather simple to be implemented.
2.1.4 Transport Control in A Client
The transport control in the ICN transport layer stands for the Interest packet
transmission control for congestion avoidance. In other words, the transport
control reduces the transmission amount of Interest packets according to con-
gestion detection. In ICN research areas, the approaches of congestion detec-
tion are classified into two approaches, loss-based implicit congestion detec-
tion and ECN-based explicit congestion detection as follows. [35].
2.1.4.1 Loss-based Implicit Congestion Detection
Loss-based congestion detection stands for the conventional IP-based conges-
tion detection and only considers end host’s implicit congestion information.
The works in [36–38] are based on loss-based congestion detection that de-
termines the cause of congestion based on packet loss at a client. Specifically,
these approaches detect congestion when the client does not receive the Data
packet even after a predefined time length passed since sending Interest packet
as described in section 2.1.1. Although the loss-based congestion detection is
simple and easy to install, it is unable to use explicit and accurate congestion
information at each router on the communication path.
2.1.4.2 ECN-based Explicit Congestion Detection Method
ECN-based congestion detection, which introduces in-network congestion
state for congestion avoidance in ICN, is based on the ECN control that noti-
fies the clients of the router’s congestion state based on packet queue length.
The ECN control is firstly applied to the conventional IP network in 1999 [39],
and then the probabilistic ECN control, which probabilistically notifies a part
of clients of the router’s congestion state, is currently deployed to the Inter-
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Fig. 2.5 ICN node components
Since these ECN-based approaches can refer the explicit congestion state with
short communication delay between the client and the router, communication
performance is better than that of the loss-based approach.
2.1.5 Basic Behavior of An ICN Node
In this section, to understand the internal behavior of an ICN node when re-
ceiving and sending packets, we illustrate the basic behavior of an ICN node.
Figure 2.5 shows the ICN node components. In Fig. 2.5, the ICN node
consists of network interfaces, cache storage, the Pending Interest Table (PIT),
and the Forwarding Information Base (FIB). The network interface (”Face
#1,” ”Face #2,” ...) sends / receives the Interest / Data packet through a packet
queue. The packet queue is a fixed length queue enabling store-and-forward
for the transferring Interest/ Data packet. Cache storage stores the transferring
Data packet in a short while for the subsequent request for the cached con-
tent. PIT records the network interface on which the pending Interest packet
arrived for routing the corresponding Data packet to the client. FIB associates
”name address” with the network interface to be forwarded for routing the
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Interest packet to the content server. Then, the arrived Interest / Data packet
is processed by these components as follows.
When the Interest packet arrives through the network interface, the ICN
node firstly checks whether the corresponding Data packet is stored in cache
storage. If cached, the Data packet is forwarded to the arrived network in-
terface immediately. If not cached, the ICN secondly checks whether the
Interest packet is recorded in PIT. If recorded, the Interest packet is discarded
immediately. If not recorded, the ICN node thirdly records ”name address” of
the Interest packet with the arrived network inteface and finally forwards the
Interest packet to the appropriate network interface according to FIB.
When the Data packet arrives through the network interface, the ICN node
checks whether ”name address” of the Data packet is recorded in PIT. If not
recorded, the Data packet is discarded immediately. If recorded, the Data
packet is forwarded to the appropriate network interface according to PIT.
Thus, each ICN node transfers Interest / Data packets in the distributed
manner according to the above procedures..
2.1.6 Simulation Tools for ICN
Although ICN has attracted many attentions, there are ongoing different works
for ICN, such as NetInf [42], the original Content-Centric Networking [43],
and its successors, Project CCNx [44] and NDN [45], the Publish-Subscribe
Internet (PSI) architecture [46], and the Data-Oriented Network Architec-
ture [47].
While each work has inherent merits, NDN is well-considered and of-
ten used to evaluate ICN prototype by its simulation tool called ndnSIM
[48]. ndnSIM is an open source event-driven network simulator and pro-
vides testbed imitating the basic behavior of ICN described so far. Since its
first release in 2012, ndnSIM has gone through eight years of active devel-
opment and integration with the ICN prototype implementations, and has be-
come a popular simulation platform used by hundreds of researchers around
the world [49]. We also use ndnSIM for implementation and evaluation of our
approaches.
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2.1.7 Security consideration in ICN
In this section, to understand ICN security aspects, we describe the research
trends for ICN security consideration.
Since ICN makes fundamental shift from the traditional location-based
network to the new content-based network, the ICN architecture changes
many aspects of network security [50]. Especially, ICN is originally de-
signed to give all clients free access to the content or a copy of the content
in the router’s cache because ICN is not designed to identify the location of
the communication host. Therefore, ICN makes itself difficult to introduce
access control for Digital Rights Management (DRM) of contents due to its
architecture. Thus, additional evaluation has been required to ensure appro-
priate security requirements in the various ICN scenarios.
However, although the currently proposed ICN architectures have focused
on authentication of delivering contents to ensure its integrity [4], the research
on the access control, privacy, and security attacks that are extended with in-
network cache considerations is still inadequate because the current ICN lacks
a content management infrastructure. To introduce the content management
infrastructure for ICN, we are considering the introduction of blockchain [51]
and planning to deploy the security services based on the blockchain in the
future. In this thesis, we assume the policy that all clients are able to access
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Fig. 2.6 An overview of adaptive video streaming over ICN
2.2 Overview of Adaptive Video Streaming over ICN
To improve QoS and QoE in video streaming, ICN is applied to the most re-
cent and popular video streaming method, adaptive video streaming [7,8,10].
While the conventional video streaming provides videos encoded in a single
bitrate, adaptive video streaming provides videos encoded in multiple bitrate
levels. In adaptive video streaming over ICN, the client intermittently down-
loads each video segment encoded in a bitrate level, from the first video seg-
ment to the last video segment. Each video segment download follows the
prescribed procedures described in section 2.1.2. As a key function of adap-
tive video streaming, the ABR algorithm in the client can adjust the bitrate for
congestion avoidance before the each video segment download.
Figure 2.6 shows an overview of adaptive video streaming over ICN [41].
In Fig. 2.6, the server stores the video contents composed of the Media Pre-
sentation Description (MPD) that includes video contents information (e.g., a
number of video segments, stored multiple bitrate levels, audio information)
and N video segments of short play time encoded in M bitrate levels1. The
server and the router with cache storage transfer the video contents to the
1The bitrate level represents the average throughput required to download the video seg-
ment encoded in the bitrate.
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(0-0) Interest for manifest of MPD
(0-1) Look up cache storage
If cache hit, go to (0- 5)
(0-5) Data of manifest of MPD
(0-2) Interest for manifest of MPD
(0-3) Data of manifest of MPD
(0-4) Cache Data according to preinstalled
cache control policy
(0-6) Interest for first chunk of MPD
(0-k) Data of last chunk of MPD
(0) Download MPD
(1-0) Determine Bitrate1 of first video segment
according to throughput in MPD download
(1-1) Download first video segment of Bitrate1
(1-1-0) Interest for manifest of
first video segment
(N-1) Download Nth video segment of BitrateN
(N-0) Determine BitrateN of Nth video segment
according to throughput in
previous segment download
Fig. 2.7 Packet sequence in adaptive video streaming over ICN
client over ICN. In addition, the router caches transferring Data packet to its
cache storage according to the preinstalled cache control policy (described in
section 2.1.4). The client starts watching with the video player engine in the
application layer. The video player engine equips a fixed-length video buffer
which stores pre-downloaded video segments and starts the playback of the
stored video segment after the video buffer length becomes larger than a pre-
defined threshold. In addition, the ABR algorithm is installed for adaptive
video streaming. The ABR algorithm adjusts the bitrate before each video
segment download according to the following procedures.
Figure 2.7 shows the Interest and Data communication in the sequential
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video contents download for adaptive video streaming. The ABR algorithm
first downloads MPD for streaming initialization ((0) in Fig. 2.7) according
to the prescribed communication procedures in section 2.1.1 ((0-0) to (0-k) in
Fig. 2.7). As soon as downloading MPD, the ABR algorithm starts the bitrate
adaptation of each video segment ((1-0) to (N-0) in Fig. 2) and download of
each video segment sequentially ((1-1) to (N-1) in Fig. 2.7). For instance,
in the first video segment download ((1-0) and (1-1) in Fig. 2.7), the ABR
algorithm first selects the bitrate (Bitrate1) of first video segment according
to throughput in previous video content download as the estimated congestion
state ((1-0) in Fig. 2.7) and starts the communication process to download
first video segment ((1-1) in Fig. 2.7) as the same procedure for the MPD
download.
In this way, the client sequentially downloads MPD and the each video
segment through the transport control as long as the video buffer is not occu-
pied. Before each video segment download, the ABR algorithm enables the
client to adjust the bitrate of the video segment according to congestion esti-
mation. In addition, the transport control is responsible for Interest transmis-
sion control in each video segment download (described in section 2.1.5). In
the following subsections, we describe the details of the key function for con-
gestion control, the ABR algorithm and QoE assessment for adaptive video
streaming.
2.2.1 Adaptive Bitrate Algorithm
Most of the ABR algorithms are classified into a throughput-based approach
and a throughput-and-buffer-based approach. The throughput-based approach
selects the bitrate according to throughput in the most recent download pro-
cedure for congestion state estimation. The throughput-and-buffer-based ap-
proach also refers throughput and the remaining video buffer length of the
video player. Here, we introduce practical and representative methods for
each approach as follows.
2.2.1.1 Rate-based Bitrate Adaptation
RBA is the well-known method for the throughput-based approach [15]. RBA
refers to the average throughput of the last video segment request for conges-
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tion state estimation. Dash.js [52], which is the open source project of dy-
namic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) [10], implements RBA as the
ThroughputRule.
Algorithm 2.2 Rate-based bitrate adaptation of nth video segment.
1: for n in [1, N ] do
2: availableBitrateLevels⇐ bitrate levels in MPD;
3: intervalT ime⇐ constant for time interval to start the next
segment download;
4: segmentn ⇐ nth video segment;
5: Bn ⇐ video buffer length at time n;
6: Bmax ⇐ max length of video buffer;
7: Tn−1 ⇐ file size of segmentn−1download time of segmentn−1 ;
8: Tn−1 ⇐ EWMA(Tn−1);
9: Bitraten ⇐ max(
bitratem ∈ availableBitrateLevels |
bitratem ≤ Tn−1);
10: In ⇐
intervalT ime; (Bn ≥ Bmax)0; (Bn < Bmax)
11: end for
Algorithm 2.2 shows the procedures of RBA when requesting the nth
video segment. For the bitrate adaptation of the n-th video segment, RBA
actually refers to the average throughput (Tn−1) smoothed by Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) at the request of the last video segment
(lines 7-8 in Algorithm 2.2), and selects the highest possible bitrate of nth
video segment (Bitraten) according to Tn−1 from the multiple bitrate levels
described in MPD (line 9 in Algorithm 2.2). After the bitrate adaptation, the
time interval length (In) to start downloading the nth video segment is calcu-
lated according to the remaining video buffer length (Bn) (line 10 in Algo-
rithm 2.2). In this way, RBA implicitly detects congestion as the throughput
decreases, and avoids congestion by reducing the bitrate. After avoiding con-
gestion, RBA increases the bitrate as the throughput increases.
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2.2.1.2 Rate-and-buffer(hybrid)-based Bitrate Adaptation
HBA is the basic throughput-and-buffer-based mthod based on RBA to con-
sider the video buffer length and throughput for bitrate adaptation [15]. HBA
refers to the smoothed average throughput of the last video segment request
and the latest video buffer length of the video player for congestion state esti-
mation. Dash.js implements HBA as the InsufficientBufferRule.
Algorithm 2.3 Rate-and-buffer(hybrid)-based bitrate adaptation of nth video
segment.
1: for n in [1, N ] do
2: availableBitrateLevels⇐ bitrate levels in MPD;
3: intervalT ime⇐ constant for time interval to start the next
segment download;
4: segmentn ⇐ nth video segment;
5: tl⇐ time length of a video segment;
6: α⇐ insufficient buffer safety factor in [0, 1];
7: Bn ⇐ video buffer length at time n;
8: Bmax ⇐ max length of video buffer;
9: Tn−1 ⇐ file size of segmentn−1download time of segmentn−1 ;
10: Tn−1 ⇐ EWMA(Tn−1);
11: Bitraten ⇐ max(
bitratem ∈ availableBitrateLevels |
bitratem ≤ Tn−1 × Bntl × α);
12: In ⇐
intervalT ime; (Bn ≥ Bmax)0; (Bn < Bmax)
13: end for
Algorithm 2.3 shows the procedures of HBA when requesting nth video
segment. HBA refers to the value obtained by multiplying the smoothed av-
erage throughput (Tk−1) by the buffer filling factor (Bktl ) and the insufficient
buffer safety factor (α) for bitrate adaptation (line 11 in Algorithm 2.3). The
high α leads to more aggressive to select high bitrate in HBA. α is 0.5 prede-
fined at InsufficientBufferRule. In this way, HBA aggressively selects a high
bitrate when there is sufficient video buffer remaining even if the throughput
is reduced due to congestion.
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2.2.2 Objective QoE Assessment for Simulation Experiments
QoE assessment for adaptive video streaming is classified into subjective and
objective [53]. The subjective approach takes into account the user feed-
back from the answer sheet of ratings and estimates QoE as perceived by
the end user. The traditional Meaning Opinion Score (MOS) is typically used
for the subjective approach [54, 55]. On the other hand, the objective ap-
proach is mathematical models that provides a quantitative video quality score
which closely resembles the perceived image/video metrics obtained from
application-level QoS metric, such as a bitrate of a video and video buffer
length of a video player [56]. While each approach has inherent drawback,
the objective approach is well considered because it is fast and comparatively
easier to implement compared to the subjective approach that incurs costs and
time due to real machine verification and human assessors [57–59].
Here, we introduce the well-considered mathematical model for the ob-
jective QoE assessment, QoE-lin [57–59].
QoE-lin is defined as a linear combination of three video quality metrics,













{QoE-lin | −∞ < QoE-lin ≤ (maxRate∗N)} is set to the comprehensive
QoE score for playback of a video content consisting of N video segments.
maxRate is a constant that represents the maximum value (Mbps) of the given
multiple bitrate levels. This metric represents “QoE-lin.”
{q(Rn) |minRate ≤ q(Rn) ≤ maxRate} of the first term in (2.1) is a utility
function q of the bitrate (Mbps) of nth video segment, {Rn |minRate ≤ Rn ≤
maxRate}. The utility function q is an identity function according to a defini-
tion in [58]. minRate is a constant that represents the minimum value (Mbps)
of the given multiple bitrate levels. This metric represents “QoE(bitrate).”
{q(Rn+1) − q(Rn) | 0 ≤ |q(Rn+1) − q(Rn) | ≤ (maxRate −minRate)} of
the second term in (2.1) is the difference between the next segment’s bitrate
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metric: q(Rn+1) and the current segment’s bitrate metric: q(Rn). This metric
represents “QoE(bitrate magnitude).”
{bn | 0 ≤ bn < ∞} of the third term in (2.1) is a sum of playback stop
(stall) time length due to video buffer exhaustion (sec) at a nth video segment
playback. In addition, {D | 0 ≤ D < ∞} is a sum of stop time length (sec)
due to the initialization of adaptive streaming. bk and D represent “QoE(stall
time).”
{λ, µ, µD} are non-negative weighting factors for QoE(bitrate magnitude)
and QoE(stall time) set against the bitrate metric. We use the predefined val-
ues in [58], {λ = 1, µ = maxRate, µD = maxRate}.
Thus, QoE-lin enables objective QoE assessment using only quantitative
QoS metrics available at the video application level. Therefore, QoE-lin is ap-
plied to QoE assessment in the simulation experiment where subjective QoE
assessment by clients is not possible.
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2.3 Related Work for Congestion Avoidance and Existing Prob-
lem in Adaptive Video Streaming over ICN
In video streaming, the excessively high bitrate for available bandwidth causes
congestion and then congestion leads to QoS and client’s QoE degradation [9].
Therefore, bitrate adjustment of streaming contents is a key function to mit-
igate congestion. The bitrate adjustment method differs for each of the typi-
cal streaming applications, live streaming and on-demand streaming. In live
streaming, in which video contents is unable to be prepared in advance, the
transcoding technology that adjusts the bitrate dynamically during download
by re-encoding in a router or server on the communication path, has been
considered [60]. However, since the transcoding technology causes a large
delay due to the re-encoding, it has been very challenging to adjust the bitrate
quickly for congestion [61]. On the other hand, on-demand streaming is able
to prepare the video content pre-encoded at multiple bitrate levels without re-
encoding during download. Therefore, adaptive video streaming, in which
the client’s ABR algorithm adjusts the bitrate in prepared multiple bitrate lev-
els according to the congestion state, has been widely used for congestion
avoidance in on-demand streaming.
Besides, for further improvement of QoS and QoE, ICN is applied to
adaptive video streaming. ICN is a content-based network that identifies the
content information instead of the end host’s location in the IP network, and
an ICN router is able to cache the transferring contents to its cache storage.
Therefore, adaptive video streaming over ICN improves QoS and QoE by
serving from the router’s cache closer to the client as compared to the IP-
based adaptive video streaming.
However, in adaptive video streaming over ICN, congestion still leads to
QoS and client’s QoE degradation [9, 18–20]. To mitigate congestion, many
approaches are proposed for the key functions for congestion control in adap-
tive video streaming over ICN, the ABR algorithm at the client and the cache
control policy at the router [11–14,16,22–25,52]. However, these approaches
are positioned as the implicit control for congestion that is not able to work
properly according to the congestion state as follows.
• The implicit ABR algorithm: Since the ABR algorithm can adjust the
bitrate according to the estimated congestion state, many approaches
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for the ABR algorithm are proposed in the research areas of the conven-
tional IP network [11–14, 52]. These approaches are based on the early
and simple ABR algorithm called RBA (described in Algorithm 2.2)
that estimates congestion state by using end-to-end throughput at the
client [13, 52]. In addition, to avoid the cause of stall time due to
the video buffer exhaustion, HBA (described in Algorithm 2.3), which
is the advanced version of RBA that adjusts the bitrate according to
end-to-end throughput and the remaining video buffer length at the
client, is mainly proposed in recent years [11, 12, 14, 52]. However,
both types of RBA and HBA are positioned as a type of the implicit
ABR algorithm that estimates congestion implicitly by using end-to-
end throughput as the end host’s congestion information. Since end-to-
end throughput is unable to always detect congestion quickly and accu-
rately, it causes streaming of the excessively high bitrate for available
bandwidth [16, 17]. As a result, the implicit ABR algorithm takes time
to mitigate congestion due to the excessively high bitrate and reduces
QoS and QoE.
• The cache control policy for implicit cache placement: Since fre-
quent content delivery from router’s cache storage reduces redundant
traffic to upstream from the router, many approaches are proposed for
effective cache control policy to mitigate congestion [16, 22–25]. Al-
though the most popular and simplest approach is LCE caching all the
passing contents at each router, To increase the frequency of access to
the cached contents, these approaches aim to increase the frequency of
access to the cached contents. For instance, Probcache [22] tried to in-
crease the types of cached content by reducing redundant caches on the
communication path with probabilistic caching. The other popularity-
based approaches [23–25] tried to cache the most popular content that
may be requested frequently by clients. However, they are not effective
due to the implicit cache placement policy for a client, which caches
a content requested by a client for other clients who may request the
same content subsequently. In a real network with a huge variety of
contents, since many clients are hard to request the same cached con-
tent in a short while, the implicit cache placement policy is unable to
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use router’s cache storage effectively. As a result, the implicit cache
placement policy is not always effective to mitigate congestion.
Thus, the above implicit approaches are not always effective due to the
lack of the control based on accurate and explicit information for conges-
tion control from the router. Besides, in ICN research ares, as an alternative
and effective congestion control at the client, the ECN-based explicit trans-
port control has emerged instead of the implicit transport control [28, 29],
which detects congestion according to the explicit congestion feedback based
on the packet queue length of router’s network interfaces (described in sec-
tion 2.1.4.1). ECN enables the client to always detect congestion accurately
according to the explicit congestion notification with short communication de-
lay between the client and the router. Since the transport control reduces the
Interest transmission rate at the client quickly according to ECN, the ECN-
based explicit transport control is better for congestion avoidance than the
implicit transport control that detects congestion implicitly according to the
end-to-end information, packet loss at the client. However, the ECN-based
approach is not well considered for the previous works in adaptive video
streaming over ICN.
To apply the idea of ECN to adaptive video streaming over ICN, our study
stands for the ECN-based explicit congestion control that enables the implicit
approaches for the ABR algorithm and the cache control policy to mitigate
congestion according to the explicit congestion feedback based on the packet
queue length of router’s network interfaces.
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CHAPTER 3
Congestion-Aware Adaptive Video Streaming over ICN with
Explicit Congestion Notification
In this chapter, we present CAAS with ECN that enables the implicit ABR
algorithm to quickly mitigate congestion by adjusting the bitrate according
to the explicit congestion feedback that sets the upper band of selectable bi-
trate levels (bitrate-cap) in the ABR algorithm. As a result, CAAS with ECN
mitigate QoS and QoE degradation due to congestion.
In section 3.1, we show the design overview of CAAS with ECN, and il-
lustrates newly added ECN-based congestion control in the following subsec-
tions. Section 3.1.1 describes the ECN control in the router which notifies the
bitrate-cap to the client according to explicit congestion state based on packet
queue length in network interfaces. Section 3.1.2 describes the explicit bitrate
capper for congestion in the client which set the upper limit of the selectable
bitrate in the ABR algorithm according to the notified bitrate-cap.
In section 3.2, we conduct the simulation experiments of CAAS with ECN
with two representative implicit ABR algorithms, RBA and HBA (descibed in
section 2.2.1) and show the evaluation of the CAAS with ECN for the effect
of QoS and QoE degradation due to congestion using metrics of throughput
and QoE-lin (described in section 2.2.2). Finally, we conclude CAAS with
ECN in section 3.3.
3.1 Design Overview
To mitigate congestion quickly in adaptive video streaming over ICN, CAAS
with ECN helps the implicit ABR algorithm to adjust the bitrate according to
the explicit congestion state at routers.





























Fig. 3.1 An overview of CAAS with ECN
ing over ICN described in section 2.2. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of CAAS
with ECN. In Fig. 3.1, the server stores the video contents composed of MPD
and N video segments encoded in M bitrate levels, and the server and routers
transfer the video contents to the client over ICN. In the client, the video
streaming application starts adaptive video streaming according to the fol-
lowing procedures; as soon as the initialization for adaptive video streaming
is successful, the video streaming application starts streaming of the video
segments with the video player engine, the ABR algorithm and the explicit
bitrate capper for congestion. In addition to the prescribed procedure of the
video player engine and the ABR algorithm (described in section 2.2.1), the
explicit bitrate capper for congestion introduces the following procedure for
the ABR algorithm with the bitrate-cap.
As soon as the video streaming application starts adaptive video stream-
ing of N video segments, every time a Data packet arrives at a network in-
terface of the router, the ECN control in the router checks congestion state
of each equipped network interface. Then, the ECN control notifies ECN
Data with the bitrate-cap to the ABR algorithm through the network inter-
face during congestion. In addition, to determine the video content to be
under the bitrate-cap strategy, the ECN control manages a ContentList for
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each equipped network interface and defines selection policies of the bitrate-
cap referring to the ContentList. The ContentList gathers the latest streaming
content information consisting of the video name, the video segment number,
and the bitrate through the name address of Interest / Data packets arrived at
the router. The selection policy explains what the content in the ContentList
to be under the ECN control, and notifies ECN Data with the bitrate-cap for
the content. Thus, the ECN control finally notifies the bitrate-cap to the ABR
algorithm according to the selection policy with the ContentList. As soon as
ECN Data with the bitrate-cap arrives at the video streaming application, the
explicit bitrate capper for congestion forces the ABR algorithm to select a
bitrate smaller than or equal to the notified bitrate-cap.
In the following subsections, we describe the details of the ECN control
in the routers and the explicit bitrate capper for congestion in the AS client,
which are the functions unique to CAAS with ECN in Fig. 3.1.
3.1.1 The ECN control in the router on communication path
In CAAS with ECN, the ECN control works on each network interface in each
router on a communication path. The network interfaces are equipped with
a packet queue and transfers Interest / Data packets from the packet queue.
To start the ECN control for each network interface, the router processes the
following procedure for initialization of the ECN control.
The initialization of the ECN control is the MPD acquisition to get original
multiple bitrate levels as a source of the bitrate-cap selection. The router gets
MPD from the server in accordance with the initialization by MPD acquisition
in the AS client.
As soon as the initialization of the ECN control is successful, the router
starts the ECN control for Interest / Data communication. The ECN control
consists of the update of ContentList and the ECN procedure according to
congestion detection in the following Interest / Data communication.
Figure 3.2 shows the packet sequence with the ECN control between the
client, the router with the ECN control and the server.
In Fig. 3.2, the client first downloads MPD for the initialization ((0) in
Fig. 3.2). As soon as getting MPD ((0) in Fig. 3.2), the client downloads first
video segment with the ABR algorithm. In addition, the update of ContentList
is processed on each network interface when the Interest / Data packet arrives
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(N) Download Nth video segment
encoded inBitrateN
(1-0-0) Interest for manifest of first video segment
(0) Download MPD
(1-1-0) Interest for first chunk
of first video segment
(1) Download first video segment
encoded inBitrate1




Interest for manifest of first video segment
(1-0-3) Update ContentList &
ECN procedure according to
congestion detection
(1-0-4) Data / ECN Data with manifest
of first video segment
(1-1-1) Update ContentList
Interest for first chunk of first video segment
(1-1-2) Data with first chunk
of first video segment
(1-1-3) Update ContentList &




(1-1-k) Data / ECN Data with last chunk
of first video segment
(2) Download second video segment
encoded inBitrate2
Fig. 3.2 Packet sequence in CAAS with ECN.
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Algorithm 3.4 ECN procedure according to congestion detection.
1: interfacem⇐ mth network interface for transferring an arrived Data
packet;
2: ContentListm⇐ ContentList for interfacem;
3: policy⇐ keep or/and top-reduction;
4: if a Data packet arrives at interfacem then
5: bitrateData⇐ bitrate from Data packet’s name address;
6: bitratehighest⇐ the highest bitrate in ContentListm;
7: bitratecap⇐ variable for bitrate-cap;
8: Cth⇐ congestion threshold in [0, 1];
9: QL⇐ packet queue length of interface;
10: QLmax⇐ max packet queue length of interface;
11: if QLQLmax ≥ Cth then
12: if policy is keep then
13: add keep-flag to the Data packet (ECN Data)
14: end if
15: if policy is top-reduction then
16: if bitrateData is bitratehighest then
17: bitratecap⇐ decremented by 1 level bitrate in MPD from
bitratehighest;
18: if another bitratecap is set on the Data packet then
19: bitrateoldCap⇐ Data packet’s bitratecap;




24: if keep-flag is set on the Data packet then
25: remove keep-flag from the Data packet
26: end if






at the router ((1-1-1), (1-1-3), (1-2-1) and (1-2-3) in Fig. 3.2). In detail, the
ECN control first collects the set of the video name, the video segment num-
ber, and the bitrate from the name address of the arrived Interest / Data packet.
Then, the ECN control updates the ContentList with the set newly collected
from the Interest / Data packet. If the newly collected set is unique in the Con-
tentList, the ECN control updates the ContentList with the newly collected set
and the timestamp. If the newly collected set is not unique, the ECN control
only updates the timestamp of the existing set in the ContentList that over-
laps the newly collected set. In addition, after the above update procedures,
the ECN control deletes the expired set passing a fixed time interval from its
timestamp in the ContentList.
The ECN procedure according to congestion detection is scheduled after
the update of ContentList every time the Data packet arrives on the network
interface ((1-1-3) and (1-2-3) in Fig. 3.2). Algorithm 3.4 describes the ECN
procedure according to congestion detection.
In Algorithm 3.4, the router notifies the bitrate-cap when congestion is
checked by comparing the packet queue length ( QLQLmax ≥ Cth) and conges-
tion threshold (Cth) (lines 8-11 in Algorithm 3.4). If congestion is detected,
the bitrate-cap is selected with reference to the arrived Data packet’s bitrate
(bitrateData) according to the selection policy with the ContentList for explicit
congestion notification (lines 12-29 in Algorithm 3.4). In addition, we define
the following three selection policies for bitrate-cap notification for clients
downloading the content.
• Top-reduction policy (lines 15-29 in Algorithm 3.4): The top-reduction
policy stands for the traditional ECN control, which notifies the bitrate-
cap to only the part of clients playing the highest bitrate. This pol-
icy selects a bitrate-cap from the multiple bitrate levels in MPD (ac-
quired at the initialization for ECN procedure) to quickly reduce only
the highest bitrate in streaming contents during congestion. In detail,
while congestion is detected (line 11 in Algorithm 3.4)), this policy se-
lects the bitrate-cap for only the highest bitrate of streaming contents
(ContentList) (line 16-17 in Algorithm 3.4)), which is decremented by
1 level bitrate from the highest bitrate. For instance, if MPD records
multiple bitrate levels (line 2 in both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2) of
100kbps, 200kbps, 300kbps and the highest bitrate in the ContentList
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is 300kbps, the bitrate-cap is 200kbps. After bitrate-cap selection, if
another bitrate-cap has already been set in the Data packet, the lower
bitrate-cap is set to the Data packet for the other router’s network in-
terface with heavier congestion on communication path (lines 18-23
in Algorithm 3.4)). Finally, the selected bitrate-cap is set to the Data
packet of the highest bitrate (line 27 in Algorithm 3.4)). In this pol-
icy, the clients playing the highest bitrate are forced to select a bitrate
smaller than the highest bitrate for congestion avoidance at the next play
of video segment.
• Keep policy (lines 12-14 in Algorithm 3.4): The keep policy is unique
and stands for the unified bitrate control for all the clients. This policy
sets a keep flag to the Data packets as a bitrate-cap to quickly avoid
increment of the bitrate during congestion for all the video contents. In
this policy, all the clients are forced to select a bitrate smaller than or
equal to the previous bitrate for congestion avoidance.
• Top-reduction + Keep policy (lines 12-29 in Algorithm 3.4): The top-
reduction + keep policy is a combination of the top-reduction policy and
the keep policy. In this policy, the clients playing the highest bitrate of
contents follows the top-reduction policy, and the other clients follow
the keep policy.
After the bitrate-cap / keep flag is selected, the ECN control finally sends
ECN Data with the bitrate-cap / keep flag to the AS client ((1-1-4) and (1-2-
k) in Fig. 3.2) according to congestion detection. In this way, the AS client
sequentially downloads N video segments with the ECN control ((1) to (N) in
Fig. 3.2).
3.1.2 The Explicit bitrate capper for congestion in the client
After the client starts first video segment streaming, the explicit bitrate capper
for congestion updates the availableBitrateLevels in the ABR algorithm (line
2 in Algorithm 2.2 and Algorithm 2.3) with the notified bitrate-cap before the
bitrate adaptation for next video segment.
When ECN Data with the bitrate-cap / keep flag arrives at the client,
the availableBitrateLevels is immediately updated according to the notified
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bitrate-cap / keep flag. If the regular Data arrives, the availableBitrateLevels
is immediately updated with the original availableBitrateLevels in MPD ac-
quired at the initialization of adaptive streaming.
After the update of availableBitrateLevels, the client adjusts the bitrate
for congestion avoidance with short communication delay as compared to the
implicit control. Thus, the explicit bitrate capper for congestion prevents the





Fig. 3.3 Evaluation topology.
3.2 Evaluation
We evaluate how the bitrate adjustment during congestion in CAAS with ECN
improves QoE degradation due to congestion and behavior on the QoS metrics
based on throughput in the adaptive streaming through amus-ndnSIM, the
event-driven ICN simulator for the adaptive streaming [62].
Since the cache in ICN frequently adds and deletes content as the types of
download content increase, we assume an edge cloud environment where the
number of contents accessed by clients and the scale of the network are lim-
ited in consideration of the effectiveness of the cache. Figure 3.3 shows the
evaluation topology composed of 5 (white square) servers, 20 routers (black
circle) and 25 clients (white circle) [68]. The link speed between the router
and the client and between the router and the router is 10 Mbps, and the link
speed between the router and the server is 100 Mbps. Each server stores the
video contents (video segments encoded in 20 bitrate levels and MPD) for
100 kinds of a video. Each router is equipped with basic functionalities in
ICN static routing. The ECN control (Cth = 0.1, update time interval of Con-
tentList is 250 ms) is installed on all routers for CAAS with ECN. The video
streaming application in all the clients employ a video player engine with a
video buffer with 15 video segments, and selects one of the ABR algorithms
for bitrate adaptation in the play and the explicit bitrate capper during conges-
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tion. Each client starts playing video as soon as there is more than one video
segment in the video buffer.
In the simulation, we set up an adaptive video streaming scenario with 100
kinds of video content with playing time length of 600 seconds, composed of
300 video segments (a time length of each video segment is 2 sec) encoded
in 20 bitrate levels (from 45 kbps up to 4.3 Mbps) [63]. A client repeats
playing one video content selected from 100 kinds of video content according
to the popularity of Zipf’s law (α = 1.0) for 5 hours (18000 sec). A video
content request interval in each client follows an exponential distribution with
an average of 600 seconds1.
For comparison, we evaluate the following 8 methods based on the afore-
mentioned adaptive video streaming methods and the two representative im-
plicit ABR algorithms, RBA and HBA (described in section 2.2.1), adaptive
video streaming over ICN employing RBA (Normal RBA), CAAS with ECN
employing RBA and the top-reduction policy (CAAS RBA, top-reduction),
the keep policy (CAAS RBA, keep), and the top-reduction + keep policy
(CAAS RBA, top-reduction + keep) as a bitrate-cap selection policy, adaptive
streaming over ICN employing HBA (Normal HBA), CAAS with ECN em-
ploying HBA and the top-reduction policy (CAAS HBA, top-reduction), the
keep policy (CAAS HBA, keep), and the top-reduction + keep policy (CAAS
HBA, top-reduction + keep).
3.2.1 Metrics for Evaluation
To evaluate QoE, we use QoE-lin scoring [57–59]. QoE-lin allows the ob-
jective assessment of QoE based on log information of an adaptive streaming
application in a client. QoE-lin is a linear combination of three QoE metrics,
a bitrate metric, a bitrate magnitude metric and a stall time metric.
In addition, to evaluate a QoE fairness, we use the Jain’s Fairness Index















{FIQoE | 0 ≤ FIQoE ≤ 1} is the jain’s fairness of {QoE-linnormd | 0 ≤
1In the evaluation topology and content requests, we confirmed that network is congested
in video streaming using the fixed bitrate of 2.5 Mbps.
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QoE-linnormd ≤ 1} that is QoE-lin normalized to [0,∞] range by adding a
positive constant. The QoE-linnnormd is the QoE-linnormd of nth play of video
content.
To evaluate behavior on the QoS metrics based on throughput, we use the
following metrics, a percentage of congested video segments, efficiency met-
rics of bitrate versus throughput, and fairness of throughput per video content.
The percentage of congested video segments is defined in (3.2) [66].
Percentc =
Num of congested video segments
Num of video segments
× 100 (3.2)
{Percentc | 0 ≤ Percentc ≤ 100} is the percentage of congested video
segments which its selected bitrate is greater than its experienced throughput.





{INEFFn | 0 ≤ INEFFn < ∞} is inefficiency metric of nth video seg-
ment play. {Rn | 0.045 ≤ Rn ≤ 4.3} is the selected bitrate (Mbps) of nth
video segment. {Wn | 0 ≤ Wn < ∞} is the n-th video segment’s experienced
throughput (Mbps). Since Equation (3.3) shows how far the bitrate departs
from the experienced throughput of the video segment, the inefficiency met-
ric represents the accuracy of the ABR algorithm.
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Normal RBA 188.65 731.39 256.72 286.02
CAAS RBA,
top-reduction
261.67 673.9 250.12 162.05
CAAS RBA,
keep




429.8 626.47 166 30.67
Normal HBA 368.04 730.94 296.87 66.03
CAAS HBA,
top-reduction
358.22 703.88 291.46 54.21
CAAS HBA,
keep




520.87 713.1 174.62 17.61
3.2.2 Evaluation of QoE metircs
In this subsection, we evaluate the effect of the bitrate-cap strategies in CAAS
with ECN by using the objective QoE assessment (QoE-lin described in sec-
tion 2.2.2) based on the bitrate metric, the bitrate magnitude metric, the stall
time metric. Table 3.1 and Figures 3.4-3.7 show the comparison of an average
and a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of metrics in QoE-lin per video
content in 8 methods.
First, we evaluate a comprehensive QoE metric, QoE-lin. In Table 3.1,
CAAS increases 38.71 % in average QoE-lin in RBA with the top-reduction
policy, 141.61 % in RBA with the keep policy, and 127.83 % in RBA with
the top-reduction + keep policy as compared to that of the normal RBA, re-
spectively. Accordingly, in RBA, while all the policies improve QoE-lin due
to congestion avoidance, the top-reduction policy is inferior in QoE-lin as
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compared to the keep policy and the top-reduction + keep policy. Therefore,
the bitrate adjustment for only the highest bitrate client is small for conges-
tion avoidance because the other clients (for lower than the highest bitrate)
increase the bitrate due to the implicit ABR algorithm and takes time to mit-
igate congestion. As a result, the CAAS RBA, top-reduction method reduces
QoE-lin as compared to the CAAS RBA, keep method (in Fig. 3.4), which
forces all the clients to quickly avoid increment of the bitrate during conges-
tion. In addition, in Fig. 3.4, the CAAS RBA, keep method is better where
QoE-lin is around 500 as compared to the CAAS RBA, top-reduction + keep
method. This is because the top-reduction + keep policy reduces QoE-lin
by increasing the variation of bitrate due to the highest bitrate reduction (in
Fig. 3.6). On the other hand, in Table 3.1, CAAS reduces 2.67 % in aver-
age QoE-lin in HBA with the top-reduction policy, and increases 47.76 %
in average QoE-lin in HBA with the keep policy, and 41.53 % in HBA with
the top-reduction + keep policy compared to that of the normal HBA, respec-
tively. Therefore, in HBA, the top-reduction policy does not affect QoE-lin
due to a small effect of the highest bitrate adjustment to avoid congestion. In
addition, the top-reduction + keep policy slightly reduces QoE-lin due to the
large bitrate variation caused by the highest bitrate reduction as compared to
the keep policy (in Fig. 3.6).
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Fig. 3.4 CDF for QoE(linear combination).
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For a deeper analysis of QoE-lin, we evaluate each effect of QoE metrics,
the bitrate metric, the bitrate magnitude metric, and the stall time metric in
QoE-lin.
First, we evaluate the bitrate metric. In Table 3.1, CAAS reduces 7.86 %
in the average bitrate metric in RBA with the top-reduction policy, 12.83 %
in RBA with the keep policy, and 14.35 % in RBA with the top-reduction +
keep policy compared to that of the normal RBA, respectively. Therefore, in
RBA, all the policies reduce the bitrate metric due to the bitrate adjustment
during congestion by the selection policy. On the other hand, in Table 3.1 and
Fig. 3.5, all the methods of CAAS HBA result in almost the same behavior of
the bitrate metric as compared to the normal HBA because the video buffer
length affects the bitrate adaptation of each video segment in HBA (line 13 in
Algorithm 2).
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Fig. 3.5 CDF for QoE(bitrate).
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Second, we evaluate the bitrate magnitude metric. In Table 3.1, CAAS
reduces 2.57 % in the average bitrate magnitude metric in RBA with the top-
reduction policy, 42.77 % in RBA with the keep policy, and 35.34 % in RBA
with the top-reduction + keep policy compared to that of the normal RBA,
respectively. For HBA, Table 3.1 shows CAAS reduces 1.82 % in the average
bitrate magnitude metric with the top-reduction policy, 48.55 % with the keep
policy, and 41.18 % with the top-reduction + keep policy as compared to
that of the normal RBA, respectively. Accordingly, in both RBA and HBA,
the top-reduction policy does not affect the bitrate magnitude metric because
it enables the clients to select lower than the highest bitrate to increase the
bitrate even during congestion and takes time to mitigate congestion. As a
result, the top-reduction policy causes large bitrate variation due to congestion
as compared to the keep methods (in Fig. 3.6). In addition, in Fig. 3.6, since
the keep policy does not change the bitrate of all the clients during congestion,
the bitrate magnitude metric in the keep policy always results better than that
of the keep + top-reduction policy in both RBA and HBA.
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Fig. 3.6 CDF for QoE(bitrate magnitude).
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Third, we evaluate the stall time metric. In Table. 1, CAAS reduces
43.34 % in the average stall time in RBA with the top-reduction policy, 87.83 %
in RBA with the keep policy, and 89.28 % in RBA with the top-reduction +
keep policy compared to that of the normal RBA, respectively. For HBA,
CAAS reduces 17.9 % in the average stall time metric in HBA with the top-
reduction policy, 69.44 % in HBA with the keep policy, and 73.33 % in HBA
with the top-reduction + keep policy compared to that of the normal HBA,
respectively. Therefore, in both RBA and HBA, all the policies are effective
for the stall time metric because the bitrate adjustment enables the clients to
avoid the stall time with ECN under all the policies. In addition, in Fig. 3.7,
the top-reduction + keep methods are always slightly better in the stall time
metric compared to the keep policy in both RBA and HBA. This is because the
highest bitrate clients avoid the increase of stall time under the top-reduction
+ keep policy by reducing the bitrate more than that of the keep policy in both
RBA and HBA.
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Fig. 3.7 CDF for QoE(stall time).
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Consequently, CAAS with the keep policy, which all the clients select
lower than or equal to the current bitrate during congestion, improves QoE
(the bitrate magnitude metric and the stall time metric) in both RBA and HBA
as compared to the top-reduction policy because all the clients effectively
avoid congestion with ECN. In the comparison of the keep policy and the top-
reduction + keep policy, since the top-reduction + keep policy increases the
variance of bitrate during congestion, it is excessive control for congestion
due to the increase of the bitrate magnitude metric as compared to the keep
policy. However, since the top-reduction + keep policy is most effective for
the stall time metric in all the policies, the bitrate reduction combined with the
keep policy is considerable in case of streaming to minimize the stall time.
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Table 3.2 Fairness index of QoE-lin per video segment, FIQoE
Method FIQoE
Normal RBA 0.94
CAAS RBA, top-reduction 0.96
CAAS RBA, keep 0.99
CAAS RBA, top-reduction + keep 0.99
Normal HBA 0.96
CAAS HBA, top-reduction 0.97
CAAS HBA, keep 0.98
CAAS HBA, top-reduction + keep 0.99
In addition, Table 3.2 shows the fairness of QoE-lin for each video content
using the fairness index, the FIQoE CAAS slightly improve the FIQoE in the
both of RBA and HBA. Especially, the keep policy is effective for the FIQoE .
Since CAAS reduces the variance of QoE-lin as in Fig. 3.4, the CAAS with
the keep policy and the top-reduction + keep policy reduce the number of
video contents in negative QoE for the both RBA and HBA. As a result, the
FIQoE is improved.
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Table 3.3 The percentage of congested video segments, Percentc, and average
efficiency metrics, INEFF .
Method Percentc INEFF INEFFc INEFFnc
Normal RBA 45.34 0.43 0.22 0.22
CAAS RBA,
top-reduction
39.67 0.45 0.18 0.27
CAAS RBA,
keep




30.24 0.44 0.1 0.33
Normal HBA 40.91 0.50 0.23 0.28
CAAS HBA,
top-reduction
40.74 0.50 0.23 0.28
CAAS HBA,
keep




39.8 0.55 0.25 0.3
3.2.3 Evaluation of QoS metrics based on throughput
In this subsection, we evaluate the effect on QoS metrics based on through-
put in CAAS with ECN, the Percentc and the efficiency metrics of bitrate
versus throughput. Table 3.3 and Figures 3.8-3.10 show the comparison of
the Percentc and the average efficiency metrics per video segment, and CDF
of the efficiency metric. First, we evaluate a percentage of congested video
segments, the Percentc. Table 3.3 shows that CAAS reduces 12.51 % in the
Percentc in RBA with the top-reduction policy, 31.69 % in RBA with the
keep policy, and 33.3 % in RBA with the top-reduction + keep policy as com-
pared to that of the normal RBA, respectively. Therefore, in RBA, the keep
policy is better in congestion avoidance compared to the top-reduction policy.
This is because the keep policy applies the ECN control to all the clients and
all the clients quickly adjust the bitrate for congestion avoidance with short
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communication delay between the clients and the router. On the other hand,
all the methods of CAAS HBA does not affect the Percentc as compared to
that of the normal HBA. In addition, in Fig. 3.7, all the methods of CAAS
HBA avoid the stall time as compared to normal HBA. This is because the
video buffer length is increased due to stall time avoidance and the increased
video buffer causes the client to aggressively select a higher bitrate than the
throughput (line 13 in Algorithm 2.3). As a result, all the methods of CAAS
HBA does not affect the bitrate as shown in Fig. 3.5.
Second, we evaluate the efficiency metric, the INEFF per video seg-
ment, which represents the accuracy of the ABR algorithm. In Table 3.3 and
Fig. 3.8, CAAS does not affect INEFF in both RBA and HBA.
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Fig. 3.8 Comparison of CDF for INEFF .
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For a deeper analysis of the INEFF , we divide the efficiency metrics in
the two cases, the efficiency metric during congestion, the INEFFc and the
INEFFnc during non-congestion, and evaluate each efficiency metric. The
INEFFc and the INEFFnc of nth video segment are defined in (3.4).
INEFFn =
INEFFc,n = |Rn−Wn|Wn ; (Rn > Wn)INEFFnc,n = |Rn−Wn|Wn ; (Rn ≤Wn) (3.4)
First, we evaluate the INEFFc. In Table 3.3, CAAS reduces 50 % in
RBA with the keep policy and the top-reduction + keep policy, and 18.18 %
in RBA with the top-reduction policy as compared to that of the normal RBA,
respectively. Therefore, all the policies improve the accuracy of RBA during
congestion by quickly adjusting the bitrate during congestion. In addition,
in RBA, the keep policy reduces the INEFFc compared to the top-reduction
policy because the keep policy forces all the clients to quickly adjust the bi-
trate during congestion under the ECN control and avoid excessively high
bitrate streaming for throughput. On the other hand, in Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.9,
all the methods of CAAS HBA have a small effect on the INEFFc as com-
pared to the normal HBA because these clients properly select the higher bi-
trate during non-congestion due to the video buffer length increased by stall
time avoidance (in Fig. 3.7).
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Fig. 3.9 Comparison of CDF for INEFFc.
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Second, we evaluate the INEFFnc. Table 3.3 shows that CAAS increases
50 % in RBA with the keep policy and the top-reduction + keep policy, and
22.73 % in RBA with the top-reduction policy as compared to that of the
normal RBA, respectively. Therefore, all the policies in CAAS RBA under-
estimates the bitrate for the throughput because the bitrate adjustment in the
ECN control forces RBA to select the smaller bitrate to avoid congestion even
if the video buffer length is sufficient. As a result, the clients reduce the bitrate
during non-congestion and reduces the Percentc in Table 3.3. In addition, the
keep policy increases the INEFFc by selecting the smaller bitrate as com-
pared to the top-reduction policy. On the other hand, Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.10
show that all the methods of CAAS HBA do not affect the INEFFnc as com-
pared to the normal HBA. This is because the bitrate is increased due to the
video buffer length increase by stall time avoidance. As a result, all the meth-
ods in CAAS HBA do not affect the Percentc in Table 3.3.
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Fig. 3.10 Comparison of CDF for INEFFnc.
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Table 3.4 Fairness index of throughput per video segment, FIthroughput
Method FIthroughput
Normal RBA 0.83
CAAS RBA, top-reduction 0.84
CAAS RBA, keep 0.83
CAAS RBA, top-reduction + keep 0.84
Normal HBA 0.84
CAAS HBA, top-reduction 0.84
CAAS HBA, keep 0.84
CAAS HBA, top-reduction + keep 0.84
In addition, we evaluate the jain’s fairness index of throughput per video
content, the FIthroughput. Table 3.4 shows the FIthroughput, and we can see that
all the methods in CAAS do not affect on the FIthroughput. In other words, all
















































Difference (Throughpput - Bitrate) Bitrate Throughput
Fig. 3.11 Time-series graph of video segment numbers with the bitrate,
throughput, and difference between throughput and bitrate of each video seg-
















































Difference (Throughput - Bitrate) Bitrate Throughput
Fig. 3.12 Time-series graph of video segment numbers with the bitrate,
throughput, and difference between throughput and bitrate of each video seg-
ment in the normal RBA method.
To analyze the detailed behavior of bitrate in the keep policy that is the
most effective for QoE in the evaluation, we evaluate the time-series graph
of video segment numbers that plots the bitrate and throughput of each video
segment.
Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the time-series graph of video segment
numbers with the bitrate, throughput, and difference between throughput and
bitrate of each video segment in the normal RBA method and the CAAS RBA,
keep method.
In Fig. 3.11, we can see that RBA selects the excessively high bitrate for
the throughput after the throughput increases in the previous segment down-
load in the low bitrate (at segment number 2, 13, 17). Therefore, RBA selects
the incorrect and excessively high bitrate even if the network is congested due
to the implicit congestion detection based on the throughput. As a result, the
regular RBA causes QoE degradation due to congestion as shown in Fig. 3.6
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and Fig. 3.7.
On the other hand, in Fig. 3.12, we can see that the keep policy forces
RBA to keep the bitrate after the throughput increases in the previous segment
download. In other words, the keep policy reduces the incorrect (excessively
high) bitrate selected by RBA for congestion avoidance. In fact, the CAAS
RBA, keep method reduces the inefficiency during congestion in Table 3.3 and
Fig. 3.9 as compared to the normal RBA method. Therefore, the keep policy
enables RBA to select the correct bitrate for congestion state by reducing
the excessively high bitrate during congestion according to the bitrate-cap
based on ECN. As a result, the keep policy mitigates QoE degradation due to
congestion as shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we propose CAAS with ECN to improve QoE by adjusting the
bitrate during congestion. The client can avoid congestion by quickly adjust-
ing the bitrate with ECN. Through the simulation experiments, the bitrate ad-
justment for all the video contents is effective to mitigate congestion quickly
because all the clients avoid congestion with ECN. On the other hand, the
bitrate adjustment for the highest bitrate of contents is not enough because
congestion is caused by the clients below the highest bitrate due to the im-
plicit ABR algorithm. As a result, the bitrate adjustment for all the video con-
tents mitigates QoE degradation due to congestion and improves QoE fairness
without reducing the accuracy of the ABR algorithm. Therefore, we claim
that the bitrate adjustment during congestion for all the clients is effective for
congestion avoidance in adaptive video streaming.
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CHAPTER 4
Congestion-Aware Adaptive Video Streaming over ICN with
Explicit Cache Placement Notification
In this chapter, we present CASwECPN that enables the congestion control at
the router with effective use of cache storage. Compared to CAAS with ECN
in chapter 3, which focuses on the ABR algorithm in the client, CASwECPN
is an independent approach for the cache control in the router to mitigate con-
gestion. CASwECPN encourages explicit feedback according to congestion
detection in the router on the communication path. While congestion is de-
tected, the router keeps the requested Data packets to its cache storage and ex-
plicitly notifies the client that the requested content is cached (ECPN). Then
the client can retrieve the explicitly cached content in the congested router
according to the prescribed procedures of ICN. As a result, CASwECPN mit-
igate congestion and QoS and QoE degradation by using cache storage effec-
tively with CASwECPN.
In section 4.1, we show the design overview of CASwECPN, and illus-
trates newly added ECN-based congestion control in the following subsec-
tions. Section 4.1.1 describes the ECP control in the router which notifies the
client that the requested content is cached according to congestion detection
based on packet queue length in network interfaces. Section 4.1.2 describes
the ECP-aware Interest retransmission control in the client which sends the
request for the explicitly cached content immediately according to ECPN.
In section 4.2, we conduct the simulation experiments of CASwECPN
with two implicit cache placement policies, LCE and Probcache (descibed in
section 2.1.2) and show the evaluation of the CASwECPN for the effect of
QoS and QoE degradation due to congestion using metrics of throughput and

































Fig. 4.1 Overview of Congestion-Aware Video Streaming over ICN combined
with Explicit Cache Placement Notification (CASwECPN).
4.1 Design Overview
To enable the explicit congestion control with effective use of cache at the
router, CASwECPN introduces the ECPN control to the router. The ECPN
control enables clients to always request the content that the router keeps in
the cache to mitigate congestion according to the packet queue length of net-
work interfaces.
CASwECPN follows the prescribed operation of adaptive video streaming
over ICN described in section 2.2, and further introduces congestion avoid-
ance enabling the explicit cache placement notification (ECPN) from routers
to clients. Figure 4.1 shows an overview of CASwECPN. In Fig. 4.1, the
server stores the video contents composed of MPD and the video segments of
short play time encoded in multiple bitrat levels, and the server and the router
with cache storage transfer the video contents to the client over ICN. The
client starts video streaming with the video player engine and the ABR algo-
rithm in the application layer. The video player engine starts playback of the
pre-downloaded video segment by the ABR algorithm according to the pre-
scribed procedure in section 2.2.1. In addition, for download processes, the
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(0-0-0) Interest for first chunk of 
(0-0-1) Look up cache storage
If cache hit, go to (0-0-4)
(0-0-5) ECP Signal of first chunk of 
(0-0-2) Interest for first chunk of 
(0-0-3) Data of first chunk of 
(0-0-7) ECP Interest for first chunk of 
(0-0-8) Look up cache storage
If cache hit, go to (0-0-11)




(N) Download Nth video segment of 	
with ECP control
(0-0) Download first chunk of 
with ECP control
(0-1) Download second chunk of 
with ECP control
(0-0-4) Check congestion of network interface
for transferring Data
If congestion, forced to cache Data
If not congestion, go to (0-0-k)
(0-0-6) Interest re-transmission
control based on ECPN 
(0-0-12) ECP Signal of first chunk of 
(0-0-9) ECP Interest for first chunk of 
(0-0-10) ECP Data of first chunk of 
(0-0-11) Check congestion of network interface
for transferring Data
If congestion, forced to cache Data
If not congestion, go to (0-0-k).
+ ECP control
Fig. 4.2 Packet sequence for the video contents download with the ECP con-
trol.
ICN transport layer adds the Interest retransmission control based on ECPN
for cooperating with the following procedure in the router.
The ECP control in the router is processed in the following communica-
tion procedures for the video contents download. Figure 4.2 shows a packet
sequence for downloading the video contents with the ECP control. As soon
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as the ABR algorithm starts downloading MPD ((0) in Fig. 4.2), every time
the router transfers a Data packet to the client, the ECP control checks the
local congestion state of the network interfaces for transferring ((0-0-4) in
Fig. 4.2). While congestion is detected on the network interfaces, the router
forces the preinstalled cache policy to keep the Data packet to its cache stor-
age ((0-0-4) in Fig. 4.2) and transfers the Data packet with no payload (ECP
Signal) ((0-0-5) in Fig. 4.2) to the client (explicit cache placement and notifi-
cation). As soon as the client receives an ECP Signal, the ECP-aware Interest
retransmission control immediately retransmits the Interest packet (ECP In-
terest) ((0-0-6) in Fig. 4.2) to retrieve the explicitly cached Data packet (ECP
Data) in the router. When the router receives the ECP Interest, the router
looks up the ECP Data in cache storage ((0-0-8) in Fig. 4.2) and checks local
congestion when transferring the ECP Data ((0-0-11) in Fig. 4.2). Then, if
congestion is detected, the router transfers the ECP Signal to the client again
((0-0-12) in Fig. 4.2). In this way, the ECP Signal / ECP Interest communica-
tion ((0-0-6) to (0-0-12) in Fig. 4.2) is repeated as long as the client receives
the ECP Data ((0-0-k) in Fig. 4.2). Thus, to mitigate congestion, the ECP
control enables routers to reduce traffic amount during congestion by keeping
the requested contents to its cache storage and notifies the explicit feedback
of cache placement for the clients who surely retrieve the cached contents.
In the following subsections, we describe the details of the ECP control
in the routers (in section 4.1.1) and the ECP-aware Interest retransmission
control in the client (in section 4.1.2), which are the functions unique to
CASwECPN in Fig. 4.1.
4.1.1 ECP control in the router on a communication path
In CASwECPN, the ECP control works on each network interface in each
router on a communication path. The network interfaces are equipped with
a priority packet queue for preferentially sending ECP packets (ECP Signal /
ECP Interest / ECP Data). In the router, the ECP control is composed of the
explicit cache placement notification (ECPN) procedure according to conges-
tion detection and the ECP Data transmission.
The ECPN procedure according to congestion detection is scheduled ev-
ery time the router transfers a Data packet through an equipped network inter-
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Algorithm 4.5 ECPN procedure according to congestion detection in the
router.
1: interface⇐ a network interface for transferring a Data packet;
2: cache policy⇐ preinstalled cache control policy;
3: if a Data packet arrives at interface then
4: if the Data packet is ECP Signal then
5: do not cache the Data packet in cache storage;
6: else
7: Cth⇐ congestion threshold in [0, 1];
8: QL⇐ packet queue length of interface;
9: QLmax⇐ max packet queue length of interface;
10: if QLQLmax ≥ Cth then
11: force cache policy to cache the Data packet to cache storage;
12: remove content payload from the Data packet;
13: add ECP flag to the Data packet (ECP Signal);
14: else
15: cache the Data packet to cache storage according to cache policy;
16: end if
17: end if
18: forward the Data packet to the prescribed transfer process;
19: end if
face. Algorithm 4.5 describes the ECP procedure for transferring Data packet
according to congestion detection. If a transferring Data packet is the ECP
Signal, the router does not cache the Data packet (lines 4-5 in Algorithm 4.5)
because the data packet has already been cached in the upstream router and
the ECP Signal has no content. If not, the router checks congestion by com-
paring packet queue length ( QLQLmax ) and congestion threshold Cth (lines 7-10
in Algorithm 4.5). If congestion is detected, the router forces the preinstalled
cache policy to cache the Data packet (line 11 in Algorithm 4.5), removes
the content of the Data packet, and creates the Data packet with the ECP
flag (ECP Signal) (lines 12-13 in Algorithm 4.5) to notify ECP for the client.
If non-congestion, the router caches the Data packet according to the prein-
stalled cache policy (lines 14-15 in Algorithm 4.5). Then, the router finally
forwards the Data packet to the prescribed transfer procedures through the
network interface (line 18 in Algorithm 4.5).
The ECP Data transmission is processed when the router receives the ECP
Interest from the client. Algorithm 4.6 describes ECP Data transmission.
When an Interest packet arrives, the router first looks up cache storage for the
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Algorithm 4.6 ECP Data transmission in a router.
1: cache policy⇐ preinstalled cache control policy;
2: if an Interest packet arrives at the router then
3: cachehit⇐ the matched Data packet when looking up cache storage
for the Interest packet;
4: if cachehit is not Null then
5: interfaceData⇐ a network interface for transferring
cachehit;
6: Cth⇐ congestion threshold in [0, 1];
7: QL⇐ packet queue length of interfaceData;
8: QLmax⇐ max packet queue length of interfaceData;
9: if QLQLmax ≥ Cth then
10: forward cachehit to ECPN procedure;
11: else
12: if the Interest packet is ECP Interest then
13: add ECP flag to Cachehit (ECP Data);
14: end if
15: forward cachehit to the prescribed transfer process;
16: end if
17: else




Interest packet (line 3 in Algorithm 4.6). If cache hit (line 4 in Algorithm 4.6),
the router first checks the congestion state of the network interface to transfer
the cached Data packet (lines 5-9 in Algorithm 4.6). If congestion, the router
forwards the cached Data packet to the ECPN procedure (line 10 in Algo-
rithm 4.6). If not congestion, the router checks whether the Interest packet is
the ECP Interest or not (lines 11-12 in Algorithm 4.6). If the ECP Interest, the
router creates the Data packet with the ECP flag (ECP Data) (line 13 in Al-
gorithm 4.6) and finally forwards the Data packet / ECP Data to downstream
(line 15 in Algorithm 4.6). If cache miss (line 17 in Algorithm 4.6), the Inter-
est packet is immediately forwarded to upstream to receive the corresponding
Data packet (line 18 in Algorithm 4.6).
4.1.2 ECP-aware Interest retransmission control based on ECPN in the client
As soon as the ABR algorithm starts downloading the first video content (i.e.,
MPD), the ECP-aware Interest retransmission control is processed immedi-
ately before the original Interest transport control is processed as follows.
When an ECP Signal arrives at the ICN transport layer, a new ECP In-
terest is created to retrieve the content of ECP Data. When the other Data
packet arrives at the client, the new Interest packet follows the prescribed
procedures through the original Interest transmission control for congestion
avoidance. Then, the ICN transport layer finally transfers the newly created
Interest packet by using the priority packet queue for preferentially sending
ECP packets. In this way, the ECP-aware Interest retransmission control en-
ables to quickly retrieve the explicitly cached content in the congested router





Fig. 4.3 An evaluation topology.
4.2 Evaluation
We evaluate behavior of congestion-aware video streaming over ICN with
explicit cache placement notification (CASwECPN) on QoS, QoE and cache
efficiency through amus-ndnSIM, the event-driven ICN simulator for video
streaming [62].
Since the cache in ICN frequently adds and deletes content as the types of
download content increase, we assume an edge cloud environment where the
number of contents accessed by clients and the scale of the network are lim-
ited in consideration of the effectiveness of the cache. Figure 4.3 shows the
evaluation topology composed of 5 (white square) servers, 20 routers (black
circle) and 25 clients (white circle) [68]. The link speed between the router
and the client and between each router is 10 Mbps, and the link speed between
the router and the server is 100 Mbps. Each server stores the video contents,
and each router works in basic functionalities for ICN routing and equips
cache storage with a capacity of 15 Mbytes. The preinstalled cache control
policy in cache storage is composed of the implicit cache placement policy of
LCE / Probcache and a cache replacement policy of least recently used (LRU).
The ECP control (Cth = 0.1) is installed on all routers for CASwECPN. Each
client employs a video player engine with a video buffer with 15 video seg-
ments. The ICN transport layer in each client controls the video contents
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download through the ECP-aware Interest retransmission control and the In-
terest transmission control for congestion avoidance.
In the simulation we set up the adaptive video streaming scenario with 100
kinds of video content (a time length of each video content is 600 sec), com-
posed of 300 video segments (a time length of each video segment is 2 sec).
Each server stores 3.7 Gbytes of video contents (MPD and 300 video seg-
ments encoded in 20 bitrate levels (from 45 Kbps to 4.2 Mbps)) [63], and the
RBA as the ABR algorithm is installed with the video player engine to each
client. RBA determines the bitrate based on end-to-end throughput in the pre-
vious download (described in section 2.2.1) every video segment download.
For comparison, we conduct 4 methods based on the aforementioned adap-
tive video streaming scenario, adaptive video streaming with LCE (RBA LCE),
CASwECPN with LCE (CASwECPN RBA LCE), adaptive video streaming
with Probcache (RBA Probcache), CASwECPN with Probcache (CASwECPN
RBA Probcache).
4.2.1 Metrics for evaluation
To evaluate QoS, we evaluate throughput (Mbps) for both the video content
download and the video segment download respectively.
To evaluate QoE, we use QoE-lin scoring [57–59]. QoE-lin allows the ob-
jective assessment of QoE based on log information of an adaptive streaming
application in a client. QoE-lin is a linear combination of three QoE metrics,
a bitrate metric, a bitrate magnitude metric and a stall time metric.
To evaluate cache efficiency, we use the cache hit rate on each router and
the details of received ECP Data at all the clients.
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Table 4.1 Average throughput.
Method Throughput pervideo segment
Throughput per
video content










4.2.2 Evaluation in adaptive video streaming
Firstly, we evaluate the effect of CASwECPN on QoS metric, throughput in 4
methods. Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4 show the comparison of an average and a
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of throughput (Mbps).
In Table 4.1, all the CASwECPN methods do not affect the average through-
put metrics as compared to all the regular methods. This is because RBA
enables the client to use network bandwidth more aggressively by increas-
ing the bitrate (i.e., download traffic) as throughput increases. However, in
Fig. 4.4a, we can see that throughput per video segment in all the CASwECPN
methods do not become excessively small/large and proportion of around 2
Mbps is larger as compared to all the regular methods. Accordingly, all the
CASwECPN methods enable the client to achieve a stable throughput. This is
because the router avoids throughput reduction due to congestion by caching
the traffics without transferring them to the congested network interface, and
then transfers the cached traffic after congestion is mitigated. As a result, in
Fig. 4.4b, all the CASwECPN methods are better in around throughput per




Fig. 4.4 CDF for throughput. (a) per each video segment download, (b) per
each video content download.
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RBA LCE 179.787 729.860 257.170 292.904
CASwECPN
RBA LCE
348.640 715.900 219.343 147.918
RBA
Probcache




348.452 709.753 214.049 147.252
Secondly, we evaluate the effect of CASwECPN on QoE metrics, QoE-
lin, QoE(bitrate), QoE(bitrate magnitude), and QoE(stall time) in 4 methods.
Table 4.2 and Figures 4.5-4.8 show the comparison of an average and a cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) of QoE metrics.
First, we evaluate the comprehensive QoE metric, QoE-lin. In Table 4.2,
the CASwECPN RBA LCE method improves 94 % in the average QoE-lin as
compared to the RBA LCE method. In addition, the CASwECPN RBA Prob-
cache method also improves 114 % in the average QoE-lin as compared to
the RBA Probcache methods. Besides, in Fig 4.5, all the CASwECPN meth-
ods avoids excessively low QoE-lin as compared to all the regular methods.
In addition, all the CASwECPN methods are not excessively high QoE-lin,
and then QoE-lin becomes more fair for all the clients as compared to all the
regular methods. Therefore, all the CASwECPN methods enable the client to
improve the comprehensive QoE because the router mitigates QoE degrada-
tion due to congestion (details are described in the following).
Second, we evaluate QoE(bitrate). In Table 4.2, all the CASwECPN
methods do not affect the average QoE(bitrate). However, in Fig 4.6, all the
CASwECPN methods avoid excessively high QoE(bitrate) larger than 600 as
compared to all the regular methods. This is because CASwECPN enables the
client to avoid an excessively high throughput causing congestion by caching
the traffics during congestion (This behavior is shown in Fig. 4.4a). As a
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result, all the CASwECPN methods avoid the excessively high bitrate.
Fig. 4.5 CDF for QoE(linear combination).
Fig. 4.6 CDF for QoE(bitrate).
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Third, we evaluate QoE(bitrate magnitude). In Table 4.2, the CASwECPN
RBA LCE method improves 15 % in the average QoE(bitrate magnitude) as
compared to the RBA LCE method. In addition, the CASwECPN RBA Prob-
cache method also improves 16 % in the average QoE(bitrate magnitude) as
compared to the regular RBA Probcache method. Besides, in Fig 4.7, we
can see that all the CASwECPN methods are smaller than 300 in QoE(bitrate
magnitude) as compared to all the regular methods. Therefore, CASwECPN
enables the router to mitigate congestion by avoiding excessive high bitrate
(in Fig. 4.6) and bitrate reduction in RBA due to congestion. As a result, all
the CASwECPN methods improve the QoE-lin.
Fourth, we evaluate QoE(stall time). In Table 4.2, all the CASwECPN
methods improve 50 % in the average QoE(stall time) as compared to all the
regular methods. Besides, in Fig. 4.8, we can see that all the CASwECPN
methods are smaller than 400 in the QoE(stall time) although all the regular
methods larger than 400 are 40 %. Therefore, CASwECPN enables the client
to mitigate degradation of QoE-lin due to the stall time during congestion.
Consequently, RBA causes congestion because it selects the excessively
high bitrate for available bandwidth based on implicit congestion estimation
using the end-to-end throughput. In contrast, CASwECPN enables RBA to
avoid the excessively high bitrate (in Fig. 4.6) because the router reduces the
throughput quickly by caching data packets in its cache storage for congestion
avoidance (in Fig. 4.4). Then, CASwECPN reduces the stall time by avoid-
ing the excessively high bitrate (in Fig. 4.8), and enables RBA to mitigate the
bitrate magnitude by adjusting the bitrate correctly according to explicit con-
gestion state (inFig. 4.7). As a result, CASwECPN mitigates comprehensive
QoE-lin degradation due to congestion (in Fig. 4.5).
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Fig. 4.7 CDF for QoE(bitrate magnitude).
Fig. 4.8 CDF for QoE(stall time).
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Table 4.3 Average cache hit rate on each router.
Method Cache hit rate
RBA LCE 0.059
CASwECPN RBA LCE 0.073
RBA Probcache 0.017
CASwECPN RBA Probcache 0.071
Finally, we evaluate the effect of CASwECPN on cache efficiency metrics,
cache hit rate on each router and the details of received ECP Data at all the
clients.
Table 4.3 and Figure 4.9 show the comparison of an average and a cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF) of cache hit rate per 10 seconds on each
router in 4 methods.
In Fig. 4.9, all the methods are unable to use the router’s cache effectively
in most of the periods because the video content size (3.7 Gbytes) is much
larger than the router’s cache size (15 Mbytes). However, all the CASwECPN
methods enable it to serve better the cache hit rate (from 0.4 to 0.6) than that of
all the regular methods. This is because the clients surely request the explicitly
cached contents according to ECPN and increases cache hit rate on the router
storing the explicitly cached contents in congestion. As a result, CASwECPN
shows a little improvement in the average cache hit rate on all the routers on
a communication path (in Table 4.3) but the cashed content effectively works
in the congestion situation. Besides, the RBA Probcache method excessively
reduces cache hit rate because Probcache reduces the cache amount on the
communication path as compared to LCE1. However, the CASwECPN RBA
Probcache method improves the average cache hit rate as compared to the
RBA Probcache method (in Table 4.3) because CASwECPN forces Probcache
to cache the traffic during congestion and enables the client to request the
cached content surely by ECPN after congestion is mitigated.
1Reduced cache hit rate of the regular Probcache method results in a little degradation of
QoE-lin as compared to the regular LCE method in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.9 CDF for cache hit rate per 10 sec on each router.
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Table 4.4 Details of Received ECP Data.
Method RxRate
Ratio of content sources in received ECP Data
Downstream Congested R Upstream
CASwECPN
RBA LCE




0.595 1.41× 10−3 0.999 5.42× 10−6
Table 4.4 shows the details of received ECP Data at all the clients com-
posed of reception rate (RxRate) of ECP Data ( Num of received ECP DataNum of transmitted ECP Interest)
and ratio of content sources, downstream from the router detecting congestion
(the congested R), the congested R, upstream from the congested R, in all the
received ECP Data.
In Table 4.4, RxRate is about 0.5 and the content source of ECP Data is
almost 100 % of the congested router in all the CASwECPN methods. There-
fore, in CASwECPN, the router also does not sufficiently mitigate the conges-
tion at the first transfer of each ECP Data, and then explicitly caches each ECP
Data again to mitigate congestion. As a result, the download time during con-
gestion is delayed and the download throughput is reduced (in Fig. 4.4), and
then RBA avoids excessively high bitrate (in Fig. 4.6). Thus, CASwECPN
enables RBA to adjust the bitrate correctly according to congestion state.
Consequently, the conventional and implicit LCE and Probcache, which
caches a content requested by a client for the other clients that may request
the content subsequently, does not use the router’s cache effectively because
routers are unable to keep caching the contents for the other users due to the
very large video content size with comparing the cache size of the router. In
contrast, ECPN enables the router that detects congestion to keep caching the
content requested by a client until congestion is mitigated and surely deliv-
ers the cached content to the client after congestion avoidance. As a result,



















































Fig. 4.10 Time-series graph of video segment numbers with the bitrate,



















































Fig. 4.11 Time-series graph of video segment numbers with the bitrate,
throughput, and FromCacheRate of each video segment in the CASwECPN
RBA LCE method.
To analyze the effect of cache control on the bitrate, we evaluate the
time-series graph of video segment numbers that plots the bitrate, through-
put, FromCacheRate of each video segment.
{FromCacheRate | 0 ≤ FromCacheRate ≤ 1} represents the rate of data
chunks were received from a router’s cache. FromCacheRate is defined in
(4.1).
FromCacheRate =
Num of data chunks received from cache
Sum of data chunks
(4.1)
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the time-series graph of video segment
numbers with the bitrate, throughput, and FromCacheRate of each video seg-
ment in the RBA LCE method and the CASwECPN RBA LCE method.
In Fig. 4.10, we can see that RBA selects the excessively high bitrate for
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the throughput after the throughput increases in the previous segment down-
load with the high FromCacheRate (at segment number 4, 6, 11, 19). There-
fore, since the implicit cache policy increases the throughput without consid-
ering in-network congestion state, it causes the bitrate overestimation in RBA.
Then, the bitrate drops excessively, and the stall time experience is caused due
to congestion, QoE degrades as a result.
On the other hand, in Fig. 4.11, we can see that CASwECPN reduces the
throughput with the high FromCacheRate (at segment number 12, 13, 17, 18).
Therefore, CASwECPN reduces the throughput and avoids the bitrate over-
estimation in RBA by downloading traffic during congestion with a delay for
congestion avoidance. As a result, CASwECPN mitigates QoE degradation
due to congestion as compared to the regular RBA methods (in Fig. 4.7 and
Fig. 4.8).
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Table 4.5 Average of client’s QoE-lin and router’s cache hit rate in
CASwECPN RBA LCE method.




To investigate the cache efficiency in CASwECPN for the number of con-
tents, we evaluate the cache hit rate and the QoE-lin in the CASwECPN RBA
LCE method with increasing the number of video contents.
Table 4.5, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show the average and CDF of cache
hit rate and QoE-lin in the CASwECPN RBA LCE method with 100, 1000,
10000 video contents.
In Table 4.5 and Fig. 4.12, we can see that the CASwECPN RBA LCE
method achieves the same cache hit rate with all 100, 1000, 10000 video
contents. Therefore, since CASwECPN enables the client to always request
the explicitly cached contents, it works properly for the congestion state even
if number of video contents is increased. As a result, in Table 4.5 and Fig.
4.13, the CASwECPN RBA LCE method achieves the same QoE-lin with all
100, 1000, 10000 video contents.
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Fig. 4.12 CDF of cache hit rate in the CASwECPN RBA LCE method with
100, 1000, 10000 contents.




In this section, we propose congestion-aware adaptive video streaming over
ICN with explicit cache placement notification (CASwECPN) to mitigate
congestion. Through the simulation experiments, CASwECPN mitigates con-
gestion because the router reduces the throughput by temporarily caching the
data packets during congestion and deliver the cached Data packets by ECPN
immediately after congestion is mitigated. As a result, CASwECPN miti-
gates client’s QoE degradation due to congestion. In addition, since the ex-
plicit cache placement policy in CASwECPN enables a manner that the users
always request the explicitly cached contents in the router detecting conges-




Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we studied on ECN-based congestion control for adaptive video
streaming over ICN, and proposed the two methods to mitgate QoS and QoE
degradation due to congestion by notifying the feedback according to the ex-
plicit congestion state from the router to the client, CAAS with ECN and
CASwECPN.
CAAS with ECN notifies the ABR algorithm in the client that the feed-
back of the upper band of available bitrate levels (bitrate-cap) from the router
according to the explicit congestion state based on the packet queue length
of network interfaces. Since the conventional and implicit ABR algorithm
estimates the congestion state implicitly by using end-to-end throughput, it
overestimates the bitrate for available bandwidth and takes time to mitigate
congestion. Therefore, CAAS with ECN enables the implicit ABR algorithm
to mitigate congestion quickly by notifying the bitrate-cap as the explicit con-
gestion state from the router. As a result, CAAS with ECN mitigated the
objective QoE metrics degradation due to congestion and improved the QoE
fairness for the client as compared to the implicit ABR algorithm. In addi-
tion, although the bitrate-cap strategy to notify all the clients mitigated con-
gestion effectively, the bitrate-cap strategy to notify the client watching the
highest bitrate was inferior because the clients playing below the highest bi-
trate overestimated the bitrate due to the implicit ABR algorithm and took
time to mitigate congestion.
Consequently, CAAS with ECN proved that the existing and implicit ABR
algorithm is able to adjust the bitrate properly for congestion avoidance by
newly introducing the ECN-based bitrate control. In addition, the ECN-based
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bitrate control for all the clients is effective for congestion avoidance as com-
pared to the traditional ECN-based bitrate control for only the clients playing
the highest bitrate.
CASwECPN notifies the client that the contents information which is ex-
plicitly cached in router’s cache storage to mitigate congestion. Since the
conventional and implicit cache control improves throughput without consid-
ering the congestion state, it causes the ABR algorithm to select the incorrect
bitrate due to increased throughput during congestion, resulting in QoE degra-
dation due to congestion. In addition, since the implicit cache control caches
a content for the clients may request the same content subsequently, it is un-
able to use cache efficiently. Therefore, CASwECPN forces the cache control
policy to keep the requested contents in its cache storage for congestion avoid-
ance and notifies the cached content information to the client (explicit cache
placement and notification). Then, the client can surely retrieves the explic-
itly cached content according to the notification. As a result, CASwECPN
achieves better and stable throughput by delivering the stored contents surely
by ECPN after congestion is mitigated. Then, CASwECPN also mitigated
the objective QoE metrics degradation due to congestion as compared to the
implicit cache control policy. In addition, since the client always requests the
explicitly cache content during congestion, CASwECPN achieved the better
and stable cache hit rate as compared to the implicit cache control policy.
Consequently, CASwECPN demonstrated the effectiveness of the new ef-
fective ECN-based cache control that works properly in adaptive video stream-
ing over ICN to mitigate congestion.
5.2 Future Work
Although we proposed the ECN-based methods to mitigate congestion in
adaptive video streaming over ICN, the following point is not well investi-
gated in each method.
• CAAS with ECN: In adaptive video streaming, the state-of-the-art ABR
algorithm based on deep reinforcement learning has been emerged in
the IP network [65]. In this approach, end-to-end throughput is mainly
considered as an input to the learning model for the bitrate output.
Therefore, to apply the learning-based ABR algorithm to adaptive video
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streaming over ICN, we are planning to investigate the behavior when
the explicit congestion feedback from routers is input to the learning
model by CAAS with ECN.
• CAAS with ECN: ICN natively supports multipath name-based for-
warding of Interest / Data packet [4] and enables the router to adaptively
route the Interest / Data packet according to congestion [67]. CAAS
with ECN does not work when the Interest packet for the uninitialized
video content arrives due to adaptive name-based routing. Therefore,
we are planning to introduce a method of the initialization for the newly
requested video content at the router.
• CAAS with ECN: The cache hit on the router makes the effect of the
ECN control incorrect because the ECN control is unable to always
feedback the end-to-end bottleneck information. Therefore, we need to
design the ECN control when the router receives the Interest packet of
the excessive high bitrate for end-to-end bottleneck due to cache miss
in downstream.
• CASwECPN: CASwECPN is unable to use cache storage effectively
during non-congestion because it prevents the router from making the
new content cache to downstream routers for congestion avoidance.
Therefore, to improve cache efficiency, we need to design the coop-
erative system in which routers offload the explicitly cached contents to
cache storage closer to the client.
• CASwECPN: Although CASwECPN improves cache efficiency, it be-
comes ineffective when the explicitly cached content is purged due to
cache eviction. Therefore, we need to optimize CASwECPN for the
size of router’s cache storage.
• CASwECPN: In CASwECPN, the router has not been able to avoid
congestion by the time the router receives the first content request from
the client by ECPN. To mitigate congestion more quickly, we’re plan-
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